The 2010 All-Dade wrestling team was selected by Miami Herald writer Melissa Marsil based on postseason results. Photos by Andrea Fodere.

### Wrestling

**HONORABLE MENTION**

American: Jhonar Gonzalez, Leo Miller, Sylvinsky Braddock: Randy, Montperrin, Christopher Angello, Carlos Delgado: Dennis, Dieguez, Daniel

**SECOND TEAM**

American: Jhonar Gonzalez, Leo Miller, Sylvinsky Dade Christian: Tyler Martinez, Christian Augustin, Daniel Torino, Hector Algud: Delray, Academy: Victor Alfaro, Henry, Mario, Christopher

**FIRST TEAM**

American: Jhonar Gonzalez, Leo Miller, Sylvinsky Dade Christian: Tyler Martinez, Christian Augustin, Daniel Torino, Hector Algud: Delray, Academy: Victor Alfaro, Henry, Mario, Christopher

**CHEERLEADING**

**HONORABLE MENTION**

Bayside: Kevin Mellers, North Miami Beach, Sr.; Brian Sancho, Hialeah-Miami Lakes, Sr.;"The 2010 All-Dade wrestling team was selected by Miami Herald writer Melissa Marsil based on postseason results. Photos by Andrea Fodere.

**FIRST TEAM**

West: Name School Yr. Rec. of Note

103 Shiquan Hall, S. Dade Fr. 52-2 State champion

102 Earl Hall, S. Dade Jr. 57-1 State champion

101 E. Gomez-Rivera, Sunset Sr. 471 State champion

100 A. Harris, American Sr. 39-3 State runner-up

99 Julio Orti, American Jr. 26-3 State runner-up

98 M. Hooper, Columbus Sr. 58-4 Third at state

97 F. Espinoza, Sunset Sr. 43-2 Fourth at state

96 Bucher Phillips, NMR Fr. 54-7 Fifth at state

95 N. Miranda-Hidalgo, Col. Sr. 56-4 Third at state

94 Marigold Gabriel, Doral Sr. 28-0 Fourth at state

93 L. Santibanez, American Sr. 35-2 Fifth at state

92 D. Hoffman, Palmetto Sr. 39-1 State runner-up

91 C. Molina, Venetie Sr. 32-4 State runner-up

90 D. Velez, Hialeah Sr. 39-4 Third at state

89 B. Trincoso, American Sr. 38-3 Fifth at state

88 L. Pimentel, American Sr. 38-3 State runner-up

**SECOND TEAM**

West: Name School Yr. Rec. of Note
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